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We welcome you to the maiden issue of Linkages,
the quarterly e-newsletter that will provide you the most
useful and interesting information to link and keep you
abreast with the latest stories in and around the Carmelray
community. Please feel free to suggest and share your
ideas as your inputs and feedback are important to us.
Looking forward to future linkages with you.
Maria Rosario Yulo-Ng
Managing Director
The Carmelray Group

Linkages
Editorial Team
Chito Zaldarriaga
Jeane Camacho
Ver Lorenzo
Karla Saunar
Angela Yulo-Ng
Allan Purificacion
Ana de Lara
Luisa Alab
Ervin Ramilo
John Galong
Comments & Feedback:
info@carmelray.com

Rockwell in Carmeltown
Carmelray Property Holdings,
Inc. and San Ramon Holdings,
Inc. signed a joint venture with
premium property developer,
Rockwell Land Corp., for the
development of a 63-hectare
mixed-use project inside
Carmeltown, Canlubang,
Laguna.
This mixed-use development will
definitely promote property
value appreciation, create an
address distinct to Rockwell and
Carmelray, and bring in a

project of innovation, exclusivity
and unparalleled quality.
This is one endeavor of the
Carmelray Group of Companies
to raise the quality of life by
creating self-sustained
communities with facilities that
are beyond industry standards,
with priority to a delightful
customer experience.
Phase one development will
commence this year. Watch out
for the formal launch on
September 2019!
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Our
Carmeltown
Community is
on the Rise

Since San Ramon Holdings, Inc.
launched its house and lot series
in October 2016, there has been
a dramatic growth in its
community. Today, we are
showcasing
home
design
options that cater to various
homing needs. Morningfields is
perfect for start-up families or
those wanting to move-up from
renting
or
living
with
parents/relatives.

With a very strategic location
inside Carmeltown and given
the
quality
of
community
Morningfields offers, it definitely
gives a feeling of arrival to its
residents.
As of April 2019 there are 50
built houses and 34 on-going
construction of houses and
counting!

Carmel Ridge is a community
perfect for those longing for fresh
air, serenity, and security. Our
homeowners are fortunate to
experience
a
nurturing
atmosphere the moment they step
in the gates of this exclusive
subdivision.
It is definitely a jewel, in
Calamba, Laguna, with complete
amenities designed for each
family member to enjoy.
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This community promotes a
relaxing yet active lifestyle with
its free-form swimming pool,
covered basketball court; tennis
court and a ballroom to
celebrate life’s milestones with
loved ones.
Today, there are 42 completed
homes
and
11
on-going
construction and growing…
Welcome to Carmel Ridge!
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The Strip Mall Launch 2018
A dream conceived is now a reality

The Junction Strip Mall, officially opened
and blessed last September 18, 2018.
The fun filled celebration started with the
blessing and ribbon cutting ceremony led
by Mrs. Maria Rosario Y. Ng, Managing
Director
of
Carmelray
Industrial
Corporation, Mr. Jose F. Santos Jr,
President
of
Carmelray
Industrial
Corporation, Mr. Ramon Miguel Z. Yulo,
Business
Development
Manager
of
Carmelray Industrial Corporation and Mr.

Mon Yulo, Angela Ng, PEZA DG Ching Plaza, Charrie Yulo-Ng, Joser Santos

Mr. & Mrs. Al Supetran with Chair Carmen V. Yulo, Charrie Yulo-Ng,
Chito Zaldarriaga CIPA Pres, Mon Yulo
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Francisco Zaldarriaga CIPA President. The
event was made even more special with the
presences of Mrs. Carmen V. Yulo, Chairman
of Carmelray Industrial Corporation and
most specially the Carmelray Industrial park
locators and Junction Strip Mall tenants.
The said event also coincided with
Carmelray Industrial Park 1’s Locator’s Night
wherein locators were given an update on
TRAIN 2 by PEZA Director General, Charito
B. Plaza.

Charrie Yulo-Ng with Fuji Electric President Takafumi
Koda, and other top officers of Japanese companies

PEZA DG Ching Plaza with Peddy Palomar and senior offciers
from the banking sector
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Fr. Tony Limchaypo with San Sebastian College Canlubang Faculty
& students

Betsy Gangan with senior officers from the banking sector

Chito Zaldarriaga with Mix Plant & senior banking officers
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Ver Lorenzo, Fr. Tony Limchaypo, Charrie Yulo-Ng, Chito
Zaldarriaga, Arch. Nando Ng and Joser Santos

Charrie Yulo-Ng with Beto Fernandez, Armand Soriano and
George Agustin

The Carmelray Team
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Sustainable Water in Carmelray
Industrial Parks 1 & 2
Carmelray assures our valued
locators that we adhere to our
commitment to deliver safe and
uninterrupted water supply to
all our consumers by drawing
water in a sustainable manner
and managing our resources
well with integrity.
Our Utilities Team is engaged
with various interventions to
conserve and protect our water
resources.

There are long term plans
being studied for alternative
water supply and aquifer
recharge through engineering
measures like artificial dams
and percolation tanks filled
thru rainwater or treated water
from
our
Centralized
Wastewater Treatment Facility.
Programs are in place to
assure
sustainable
water
supply.

We guarantee that we will
continue
to
protect
and
enhance our water resources
not only because this is our
mandate but also to help in the
preservation
of
the
environment. We encourage
and appreciate everyone’s help
in responsible water use and in
proper wastewater disposal.

We recently conducted a
thorough
water
resource
assessment
through
a
reputable
consultant
to
determine the sustainability of
our water supply. Based on this
study, our current consumption
or drawdown is still way below
the sustainability threshold thus
there is no risk of water
shortage for years to come.
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Carmelray
Scholarship Grant
It’s been said that, “A good
education is the foundation for
a better future.” Carmelray’s
Corporate Social Responsibility
Program
grants
ten
full
scholarships
to
promising
students residing in the area.
Currently, three scholars are
studying at San Sebastian
College-Recoletos, Canlubang.
One of which, is a security
guard of Carmelray Industrial
Park 1 who was given an
opportunity to be a scholar
while working. The rest of the
scholars are studying at
Dualtech Training Center.
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Philippine Economic
Update 2019
Carmelray
Industrial
Park
Association (CIPA) jointly with
People Management Association
of Laguna (PMAL) and Dualtech
Training Center organized a
symposium that was held last
November 2018. Guest speaker
Dr.
Bernardo M. Villegas
presented
the
“Philippine
Economy in 2019 & beyond.” He
expressed concern about the
government’s plan to tamper with
the existing incentives under the
PEZA law. In reference to the
effects of TRAIN 2. Most of the
locators under PEZA will be
closely monitoring following the
election of the incoming Congress.

Fire Safety Training
at CIP 1
Refresher
courses
were
conducted with the Carmelray
security force, maintenance
crew, and selected admin
employees last January 2019. It
was a classroom & field course
on the various elements of fire
safety. After the theoretical
sessions, the participants went
to an open area to experience
first-hand, the proper use of fire
fighting equipment i.e. fire
truck mobilization, chemical
fire,
electrical,
etc.
The
workshop
seminars
are
programmed to be conducted
regularly.
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For Membership & Banquet Events
Inquiry, please contact:
(049) 502-8000 & (049) 559-3113
0945-2682938 & 0930-3651724
ask@themillscountryclub.com.ph
Unity Avenue, Carmeltown
Canlubang, Calamba, Laguna

Summer is here and
we’ve got you
covered!
The Mills Country
Club offers exciting
and fun activities for
your kids to beat the
heat and enjoy sports.
Join our family events
and make happy
memories with your
loved ones!
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Till our next issue on July 2019…
Linkages
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